# Quick Guide to Research, Service, & Training

## Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities Research Center (IDDRC)
- **Director**: Jeffrey Neul
- **Associate Director**: Laurie Cutting

## University Center for Excellence in Developmental Disabilities (UCEDD)
- **Co-Director**: Elisabeth Dykens
- **Co-Director**: Elise McMillan

## Treatment and Research Institute for Autism Spectrum Disorders (TRIAD)
- **Executive Director**: Zachary Warren
- **Director**: Pablo Juárez

## Vanderbilt Consortium LEND
- **Director**: Tyler Reimschisel
- **Associate Director**: Evon Lee

### ADMINISTRATIVE CORE IDDRC
- **Core Director**: Jeffrey Neul
- **Operations Director**: Tim Stafford
- **Assistant Director**: Marlo Goff

### COMMUNICATION, EDUCATION, & GOVERNANCE
- **Director**: Courtney Taylor
- **Registry & Core Associate Director**: Paul Harris
- **Family Recruitment & StudyFinder**: Elise McMillan
- **Health Databases Mining**: Richard Urbano
- **Autism Research Registry**: Alison Vehorn
- **Neurobehavioral Phenotypes Assessment**: Evon Lee
- **Behavioral Observational Software Developer**: Jon Tapp

### CLINICAL TRANSLATIONAL CORE IDDRC
- **Core Director**: Zachary Warren
- **ResearchMatch Registry & Core Associate Director**: Paul Harris
- **Family Recruitment & StudyFinder**: Elise McMillan
- **School-Based Intervention Coordinator**: John Allison
- **Neurochemistry Coordinator**: Ariel Deutch
- **Behavioral Observational Software Developer**: Jon Tapp

### TRANSLATIONAL NEUROIMAGING CORE IDDRC
- **Core Director**: Laurie Cutting
- **Psychophysiology Lab Director & Core Associate Director**: Sasha Key
- **Psychophysiology Research Coordinator**: Dorita Jones
- **Neuroimaging Design & Consultation**: Laurie Cutting
- **Biomedical Engineer**: Bennett Landman

### NEUROSCIENCE CORE IDDRC
- **Core Director**: Ron Emeson
- **Mouse Behavioral Phenotyping Coordinator & Core Associate Director**: Fiona Harrison
- **Mouse Behavioral Phenotyping Staff**: John Allison
- **Neurochemistry Coordinator**: Ginger Milne
- **Molecular Neurobiology & Genomics**: Ron Emeson
- **Scientific Instrumentation Coordinator**: Jeffrey Schall
- **Scientific Instrumentation Staff**: Bruce Williams

### CONTACT INFORMATION
- **Email addresses**: name@vumc.org
- **Phone area code**: 615
- **Vanderbilt phone**: (615) 322-8240 | vkc.vumc.org

---

**DIRECTOR’S OFFICE - 405 One Magnolia Circle Bldg**

Jeffrey Neul, Director  Fax: 322-8236  jeff.neul@vanderbilt.edu  322-8242

Marlo Goff, Assistant  marlo.d.goff@vanderbilt.edu  322-8242

**ADMINISTRATIVE CORE IDDRC**

**Administrative/Fiscal Operations  405B OMC**

Tim Stafford, Operations Director  tim.stafford@vanderbilt.edu  875-9108

Grants Development & Management, 1207 17th Ave, Ste 202

Julia Harrison  julia.harrison@vanderbilt.edu  322-8234

Personnel, Payroll, 405A OMC

Sue King  sue.king@vanderbilt.edu  322-8232

Purchasing, Travel, Space & Facilities, 405A OMC

Peggy Chatfield  peggy.chatfield@vanderbilt.edu  322-6115

**Communication, Education, & Governance  1207 17th Ave, Ste 202**

Courtney Taylor, Director  jan.rosemergy@vanderbilt.edu  322-8238

Print Communication & Media Relations  Courtney Taylor  jan.rosemergy@vanderbilt.edu  322-8238

Research Ethics Education  Courtney Taylor  courtney.taylor@vanderbilt.edu  322-5658

Membership Committee & Other Governance Committees  Courtney Taylor  courtney.taylor@vanderbilt.edu  322-5658

Dissemination, Electronic Communication  Courtney Taylor  courtney.taylor@vanderbilt.edu  322-5658

Dissemination, Electronic Communication  Elizabeth Turner  elizabeth.turner@vanderbilt.edu  322-8240

Research Lectures, Conferences, & Other Special Events  Elizabeth Turner  elizabeth.turner@vanderbilt.edu  322-8240

Web Site, Web Specialist  Jon Tapp  jon.tapp@vanderbilt.edu  322-8086

Media Specialist  Nicholas Holt  nicholas.r.holt@vanderbilt.edu  343-6893

**Graphic Services & Photography  1207 17th Ave, Ste 202**

Kylie Muccilli, Art Director  kylie.muccilli@vanderbilt.edu  322-5275

**Technical Services  1207 17th Ave, Ste 202**

*Logan Burnett, Technical Support Specialist  morgan.l.burnett.1@vanderbilt.edu  875-9221

*Jon Tapp  jon.tapp@vanderbilt.edu  322-8086

*Submit service requests to kctech@vanderbilt.edu

**CLINICAL TRANSLATIONAL CORE IDDRC**

Zachary Warren, Core Director  zachary.e.warren@vanderbilt.edu  936-7159

ResearchMatch Registry & Core Associate Director  Paul Harris  paul.a.harris@vanderbilt.edu  322-6688

Family Recruitment & StudyFinder  Paul Harris  paul.a.harris@vanderbilt.edu  322-8240

School-Based Intervention Coordinator  Elise McMillan  elise.mcmillan@vanderbilt.edu  343-2540

Health Databases Mining  Richard Urbano  richard.urbano@vanderbilt.edu  829-6120

Autism Research Registry  Alison Vehorn  alison.vehorn@vanderbilt.edu  343-8763

Neurobehavioral Phenotypes Assessment  Evon Lee  evon.lee@vanderbilt.edu  322-4487

Behavioral Observational Software Developer  Jon Tapp  jon.tapp@vanderbilt.edu  322-8086

**TRANSLATIONAL NEUROIMAGING CORE IDDRC**

Laurie Cutting, Core Director  laurie.cutting@vanderbilt.edu  875-1054

Psychophysiology Lab Director & Core Associate Director  Sasha Key  sasha.key@vanderbilt.edu  322-3498

Psychophysiology Research Coordinator  Dorita Jones  dorita.jones@vanderbilt.edu  343-1961

Neuroimaging Design & Consultation  Laurie Cutting  laurie.cutting@vanderbilt.edu  875-1054

Biomedical Engineer  Bennett Landman  bennett.a.landman.1@vanderbilt.edu  322-2338

**NEUROSCIENCE CORE IDDRC**

Ron Emeson, Core Director  ron.emeson@vanderbilt.edu  936-1688

Mouse Behavioral Phenotyping Coordinator & Core Associate Director  Fiona Harrison  fiona.harrison@vanderbilt.edu  875-5547

Mouse Behavioral Phenotyping Staff  John Allison  john.d.allison@vanderbilt.edu  322-0794

Neurochemistry Coordinator  Ariel Deutch  ariel.deutch@vanderbilt.edu  327-7090

Neurochemistry Staff  Ginger Milne  ginger.milne@vanderbilt.edu  936-5611

Molecular Neurobiology & Genomics  Ron Emeson  ron.emeson@vanderbilt.edu  936-1688

Scientific Instrumentation Coordinator  Jeffrey Schall  jeffrey.d.schall@vanderbilt.edu  322-0868

Scientific Instrumentation Staff  Bruce Williams  bruce.williams@vanderbilt.edu  322-0074
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**BIOSTATISTICS & BIOINFORMATICS CORE IDDRC**
Hakmook Kang, Core Director  
Associate Director and Bioinformatics Consultant  
Bioinformatics & Database Specialist  
h.kang@  
343-1906  
Julie Lounds Taylor  
433-5659  
Richard Urbano  
richard.urbano@  
829-6120

**TREATMENT AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS (TRIAD)**  
Located in OMC, Village at Vanderbilt, Medical Arts Building,  
and 1207 17th Ave South, Ste 212

- **Executive Director OMC 404A**
  - Zachary Warren  
zachary.e.warren@  
  936-0267

- **Director 1207 17th Ave South, Ste 212**
  - Pablo Juárez  
pablo.juarez@  
  343-4116

  - Administrative Assistant  
    Brandon Gunter  
  brandon.p.gunter@  
  875-9819

  - Behavior Consultation  
    John Staubitz  
  john.staubitz@  
  936-0847

  - Community Engagement  
    Lauren Weaver  
  lauren.weaver@  
  322-6027

  - Early Learning  
    Alacia Stainbrook  
  alacia.stainbrook@  
  936-0261

  - Families First Program  
    Whitney Loring  
  whitney.a.loring@  
  343-6153

  - Online Training  
    Aislynn Kiser  
  aislynn.kiser@  
  875-9517

- **School-Based Training (Pre-K)**
  - Ali Spidalieri Head  
  ali.spidalieri@  
  875-9713

- **School-Based Training (K-12)**
  - Sarah Blumberg  
  sarah.blumberg@  
  936-2163

- **Vanderbilt Autism Resource Line**
  - Whitney Loring  
  whitney.a.loring@  
  343-6153

**UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE IN DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES (UCEDD)**  
Toll-free 866-936-8852

- **Co-Director OMC 234**
  - Elisabeth Dykens  
  elisabeth.m.dykens@vanderbilt.edu  
  936-8852

- **Co-Director & Community Engagement Director OMC 410A**
  - Elise McMillan  
  elise.mcmillan@  
  343-2540

  - Program Coordinator, 403 OMC  
    Laurie Fleming  
  laurie.fleming@  
  936-8852

  - Community Advisory Council (CAC)  
    Tina Prochaska (Chair)  
  vkcac@  
  936-8852

  - Training Director, 407A OMC  
    Evon Lee  
  evon.lee@  
  322-4487

  - Research Director, 406D OMC  
    Robert Hodapp  
  robert.hodapp@vanderbilt.edu  
  322-8846

  - Dissemination Director, 1207 17th Ave, Ste 202  
    Courtney Taylor  
  courtney.taylor@  
  322-8238

  - Associate Director, 1207 17th Ave, Ste 202  
    Elizabeth Turner  
  courtney.taylor@  
  322-5658

  - Adult Community Services  
    Elise McMillan  
  elise.mcmillan@  
  343-2540

  - Arts  
    Laurie Fleming  
  laurie.fleming@  
  936-8852

  - Brit Henderson Training Series  
    Elise McMillan  
  elise.mcmillan@  
  343-2540

  - Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (IDD) Health Care Toolkit and related programs, 1207 17th Ave, Ste 202  
    Janet Shouse  
  janet.shouse@  
  875-8833

- **Learning Assessment Clinic**
  - Sissy Peters  
  LAC@  
  322-8946

- **Multicultural Outreach**
  - Alexander Santana  
  alexander.santana@  
  875-5083

- **National Core Indicators**
  - Robert Hodapp  
  robert.hodapp@vanderbilt.edu  
  322-8846

- **Next Steps at Vanderbilt (Inclusive Higher Education)**
  - Tammy Day  
  tammy.l.day@vanderbilt.edu  
  343-0822

- **Public Policy**
  - Elise McMillan  
  elise.mcmillan@  
  343-2540

- **Reading Clinic**
  - Sissy Peters  
  readingclinic@  
  936-5118

- **Religion and Spirituality**
  - Erik Carter  
  erik.carter@vanderbilt.edu  
  322-8150

- **Social Worker**
  - Carol Rabideau  
  carol.rabideau@  
  936-5122

- **TABS (TN Adult Brothers and Sisters)**
  - Laurie Fleming  
  laurie.fleming@  
  936-8852

- **TASA (TN Allies in Self-Advocacy)**
  - Carol Rabideau  
  carol.rabideau@  
  936-5122

- **Tennessee Disability Pathfinder & Outreach Technical Assistance**
  - Megan Hart  
  Fax: 322-1700  
  megan.hart@  
  875-5082

- **Resources Development Director**
  - Alicia Cumberbatch  
  alicia.cumberbatch@  
  875-5082

  - www.familypathfinder.org 1-800-640-4636

- **Tennessee Inclusive Higher Education Alliance**
  - Laurie Fleming  
  laurie.fleming@  
  936-8852

- **TennesseeWorks**
  - Rachael Jenkins  
  rachael.jenkins@vanderbilt.edu  
  322-4999

- **Volunteer Advocacy Project (VAP)**
  - Ellen Casale  
  brittney.goscicki@vanderbilt.edu  
  601-0825

**VANDERBILT CONSORTIUM LEND**
Fax: 322-2731  
936-1104

- **Director DOT 8159**
  - Tyler Reimschisel  
  tyler.reimschisel@  
  936-0269

  - Associate Director, 407A OMC  
    Evon Lee  
  evon.lee@  
  322-4487

  - Manager, 1207 17th Ave, Ste 202  
    Pam Grau  
  pam.grau@  
  936-1104

  - Mid-Tennessee Coordinator, 1207 17th Ave, Ste 202  
    TBD  
  TBD@  
  875-3186
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